
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of the cost of living crisis on sales via coffee shops and cafés
•• How the working at home trend has influenced consumer coffee shop

behaviour
•• What the top brands/locations are for buying hot drinks among Irish

consumers
•• The importance of environmental concerns to consumers when buying hot

drinks.

While the coffee shop and café sector has recovered somewhat from the
impact of COVID-19 in 2022, the spectre of the cost of living crisis is presenting
new challenges in encouraging consumers to splash out on premium hot drinks
at a time when their finances are being squeezed.
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"With the cost of a visit to a
coffee shop increasing in
2022, and consumers having
less disposable income, it is
likely that overall footfall to
Irish coffee shops will be
impacted. However, Irish
consumers are confirmed
coffee users and can still be
tempted in-store with a good
value for money offering."
- Brian O’Connor, Senior
Consumer Analyst
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• Key facts
• Product portfolio
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• Subway
• Key facts
• Product portfolio
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• Independent coffee shops have strong appeal
• Coffee most-used drink at venues
• Breaks and socialising key motivations for visiting coffee

shops
• Most prefer to drink in-store
• Sustainability in coffee more important to RoI consumers

• Third visit independent coffee shops
Figure 32: Types of coffee shops and cafés that consumers
typically buy drinks from, NI and RoI, 2022
Figure 33: Types of coffee shops and cafés that consumers
typically buy drinks from – NET, NI and RoI, 2022

• Appearance and image helping to drive youth usage of
coffee shops
Figure 34: Consumers that typically buy drinks from any coffee
shop, by gender and age group, NI and RoI, 2022

• Mature consumers more likely to use independent outlets
Figure 35: Consumers that typically buy drinks from
Independent coffee shops/cafés, by age group, NI and RoI,
2022
Figure 36: Agreement with the statement ‘I try to buy from
local companies where possible’, IoI, 2022

• Coffee drinks main draw to coffee shops and cafés
Figure 37: drinks bought from coffee shops, NI and RoI, 2022

• Mature consumers more likely to buy coffee
Figure 38: Consumers who buy coffee drinks from coffee
shops, by gender, NI and RoI, 2022

• Tea purchasing higher among lower affluence consumers
Figure 39: Consumers who buy tea drinks from coffee shops,
by socio-economic groups, NI and RoI, 2022

THE CONSUMER – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

TYPES OF COFFEE SHOPS VISITED

DRINKS BOUGHT VIA COFFEE SHOPS
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• RoI consumers visit for a break; NI consumers to meet
friends
Figure 40: Reasons why consumers visit coffee shops, NI and
RoI, 2022

• High stress driving more to take a break at coffee shops
Figure 41: Consumers who visit coffee shops to take a break,
by gender and work status, NI and RoI, 2022
Figure 42: Agreement with the statement ‘I am actively
seeking ways to reduce stress’, IoI, 2022

• Meeting friends and family key reason for Irish women to
use coffee shops
Figure 43: Consumers who visit coffee shops to meet with
friends and family, by gender, NI and RoI, 2022

• Coffee shops could capitalise on increase cost at pubs
Figure 44: Agreement with statements relating to nights out, NI
and RoI, 2021

• Continued preference for in-store consumption
Figure 45: How consumers typically buy items from coffee
shops, NI and RoI, 2022

• Those without young children more likely to sit in
Figure 46: Consumers who use a drive-thru vs. in-store to buy
items from coffee shops, by children in household, NI and RoI,
2022

• Men more likely to order home delivery
Figure 47: Consumers who buy items from coffee shops via
home delivery, by gender, NI and RoI, 2022
Figure 48: Where consumers currently work, NI and RoI, 2022

• RoI consumers buy into sustainable coffee practices more
than NI
Figure 49: Agreement with statements relating to coffee
shops and sandwich shops, NI and RoI, 2022

• Women more likely to support reusable coffee cups
Figure 50: Agreement with the statement ‘It is worth using
reusable takeaway coffee cups’, by gender, NI and RoI, 2022
Figure 51: How frequently consumers engage in sustainable
practices related to retailing, NI and RoI, 2022
Figure 52: Important features for packaging, NI and RoI,
2022

REASONS FOR VISITING COFFEE SHOPS

HOW CONSUMERS USE COFFEE SHOPS & CAFÉS

ATTITUDES TOWARDS COFFEE SHOPS
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• Very young and old more likely to pick coffee shop based
on food offering
Figure 53: Agreement with the statement ‘Food offerings are
just as important as hot drink offerings when choosing a
coffee shop to visit’, by age group, NI and RoI, 2022

• Coffee chains can offer stability in times of uncertainty

• Data sources
• Generational cohort definitions
• Abbreviations

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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